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Migration, Integration, and Managed Services for Unified Communications and Contact Centers 
 

SOFTEL has been providing support services to contact center businesses for over 2 decades in sectors such as Finance, Health Care, Retail, 

Utilities, and Transportation. Our knowledge of interactive and omnichannel solutions, Unified Communications, Microsoft® applications, 

platforms and operations and front-line services have benefitted dozens of leading global organizations who operate very complex business 

operations. And we understand the bottom line. Contact center, project, and back office inefficiencies slow down a business, create a work 

backlog, damage the reputation, and therefore cost money. With industry-level management, integration, and migration strategies, SOFTEL’s 

Microsoft® offering provides superior service management, unique in contact center operations. We are dedicated to combining Unified 

Communications with Microsoft® services, while minimizing impacts to business operations from integrations, to operations, to managed 

services, and Day 2 Support. 

 

SOFTEL Unified Communications - Skype for Business Integrations 

SOFTEL is at the forefront of Skype for Business (formerly Lync) integrations across a range of contact center interaction platforms. Using the development 

components currently available in the Unified Communications Managed API (UCMA), SOFTEL is able to integrate Skype as the core communications method 

across CRM and CTI Platforms, seamlessly integrating voice, video, collaboration, and communications within an enterprise or cloud deployment of contact 

center technologies. Centralized authentication and access of the Microsoft Suite of business productivity tools comes with integration thereby enhancing the 

interoperability and functions of the contact center. 

 

Microsoft Windows Azure, Office 365, SharePoint, and Skype for Business Migrations 

SOFTEL understands that as a business grows, operations evolve. New functions are assessed, created, and then implemented to meet those business demands. 

A lot of effort goes into ensuring that everything works together. A legacy email system, custom data storage, and convergence, multi-platform communication 

methods, disparate document repositories combine over time lead to a complex series of mini-solutions, break-fixes, and interventions. The result is a 

functioning but disjointed technologies with a complexity of operations. Microsoft® solutions are orientated towards bringing together those complex areas 

onto a common platform which works seamlessly to provide more communication, collaboration, uniformity, compatibility, and function. Whether it is 

productivity, office functions, communications, data sharing, project or team working, SOFTEL provides the services to assess, converge, migrate, and operate 

all of those functions together across the Microsoft® Solutions. 

 

 
 

 



 

 

Microsoft Windows Azure  
 

We understand that the decision to move from on-site infrastructure and server systems to a virtualized cloud model is not an easy one to make. More and 

more we are finding that our clients are opting-in, based on the Azure benefits; from minimum maintenance to Active Directory and LDAP authorization, 

through distributed Microsoft SQL and in-the-cloud computing power. SharePoint hosting, Microsoft Dynamics, Windows Server, and Hybrid Network 

computing creates a seamless integration between your enterprise and Azure cloud services and freeing up on your local resources. 

Microsoft Office 365 

The migration path to Microsoft Office 365® can take many forms. Legacy office systems (including previous versions of Microsoft Office), public or private 

cloud services, centralized or distributed archives, secured or access restricted, collaborative or isolated are the aspects of a full migration that follows a 

standard pattern for migration. The conversion and confirmation of legacy files and documents to Office 365 is semi-automated. The validation takes place 

on a continual basis, until the transition of roles is complete. Maintaining a collaborative approach, SOFTEL ensures that each aspect of the Migration Service 

for Office 365 delivers adhering to stringent business requirements.  

Microsoft SharePoint 

The choice of current and legacy document storage and retrieval systems is vast from enterprise models, through internal and customized file systems, to 

hybrid and disparate filing methods. SOFTEL recognizes that each client has a unique method for their own filing and retrieval functions which rely on security 

screens, authentication, roles, and access rights. The mapping and transferal of those methods of access is the backbone for a successful migration to Microsoft 

SharePoint. 

Skype for Business, Contact Center, and Unified Communications 

The inclusion of Microsoft Skype for Business® (formerly Lync) into the SOFTEL Migration Service introduces a high-end communication tool, that works 

seamlessly with both Office 365 and SharePoint. Sharing, discussing, collaborating, amending, versioning, and distribution of office materials can be achieved 

in real-time wherever team members are located. Skype for Business real-time voice, video, collaboration, idea sharing, file sharing, and communications, allow 

more time to concentrate on business goals. There is less time keeping everything and everyone up to date. With SOFTEL’s expertise in Contact Center Unified 

Communications, the addition of Voice Interaction Channels on the major contact center platforms, through Skype for Business becomes a reality.  

 

How it’s Done 
 

SOFTEL experts work closely with a business enterprise in all aspects of a migration and integrations with Microsoft® Windows Azure, Office 365, SharePoint, 

and Skype for Business from people, technologies, data, and processes to functionality and integration. We have extensive migration, implementation, and 

operational experience of the complete range of Microsoft® Solutions, providing a seamless, standard platform for business productivity not only for operations 

within a business but also across Contact Centers. 
 

Assessments ���� 

Assessments take place as part of pre-migration, gathering a “migration map” of the elements to be included.  
 

Mapping �� 

Mapping is applied to the components assessed and extends to any peripherals discovered during the process. 

Pilots ���� 

The Pilot take inactive accounts, administrators, data archives, legacy and authentication systems and outdated file systems to transpose, test and adjust, prior 

to full migration. 

People Who needs to be identified? What security, roles, access, authentication, and systems are deployed? 

Processes How is information and documentation formatted, stored, retrieved, controlled, updated, versioned, and accessed? 

Technology Which components are suitable? What roles do they perform? How are they connected? What is the underlying structure? 

Data How much data is available? Where is it located? How much is archived? What is the underlying structure? 

 

People Creating a viable migration path among users, roles, access, authentication, and systems. 

Processes Mapping current to future processing and retrieval of information and documentation. 

Technology Re-Architecture of the identified components, identifying synergies, and plotting interconnectivity. 

Data Generating a data map and migration path for data sources, databases, document, and file systems 

 

People Identify administrators, power users, inactive accounts, and legacy sub-systems for inclusion. 

Processes Identify viable sub-systems, retrieval processes, file & information sharing, and collaboration tools for inclusion. 

Technology Identify suitable server, database, data retrieval, and file storage architecture for inclusion. 

Data Identify underlying data archives, legacy data repositories, authentication data storage, and other data sources for inclusion. 
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Migrations ���� 

A full plan of migration is devised and enabled over a pre-set period of time, including validations, synchronization, and transition. 
 

Migration - Validations ���� 

Validation methods are devised and take place ongoing and also post-migration, ensuring continued access and interoperability.  
 

Migration - Synchronizations �� 

As a move towards final migration, each element is fully-synchronized with its legacy counterpart, ensuring all aspects are fully up-to-date  
 

Migration - Transition ���� 

Transition ensures all migration paths have been successfully completed and that all elements are in place, prior to any planned decommissions. 
 

Post-Migration Quality Assurance ���� 

Following a successful, full migration, each aspect is allowed to “bed in” (operate) or up to 3 months, with regular quality assurance checks applied. 

  
 

SOFTEL is passionate about providing best in class migration, integration, and managed 

services for business operations and contact centers. To find out more about our unique 

service packages for Unified Communications Platforms, contact us today. 
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People Team, location, role, access, system, or workload-base migrations. 

Processes Project, work area, collaboration, team, sub-system, or delivery-based migrations. 

Technology Server, location, role, primary, back-up, disaster recovery, and archive-based migrations. 

Data File or data sub-system, repository, storage area, archive, or location-based migrations. 

 

People Access rights, roles, connectivity, authentication/security, collaboration, tools, files, documents, and system validations. 

Processes Access, functionality, interoperability, authentication/security, and sharing validations. 

Technology Access, operation, functionality, interoperability, security, structure, authentication, and capacity validations. 

Data Access, operation, functionality, interoperability, security, structure, authentication, and capacity validations. 

 

People    Access rights, roles, connectivity, authentication/security, collaboration, tools, files, documents, and system synchronization. 

Processes    Access, functionality, interoperability, authentication/security, and sharing synchronization. 

Technology    Access, operation, functionality, interoperability, security, structure, authentication, and capacity synchronization. 

Data    Access, operation, functionality, interoperability, security, structure, authentication, and capacity synchronization. 

 

People    

Finalizing Migration with a transition with a full-check of actions, access, functions and operations 
Processes    

Technology    

Data    

People    Access rights, roles, connectivity, authentication/security, collaboration, tools, files, and document quality assurance checks. 

Processes    Access, functionality, interoperability, authentication/security, and sharing quality assurance checks 

Technology    Access, operation, functionality, interoperability, security, structure, authentication, and capacity quality assurance checks. 

Data    Access, operation, functionality, interoperability, security, structure, authentication, and capacity quality assurance checks. 


